View the complete version: The next meltdown ...

Posted by: Predictable Bob
Date: 28-11-2011 12:42:22
:/
I reckon he'll last until 4th December before he blows - anybody else who wants to hazard a guess can add it below ...
4th Dec Predictable Bob
:whistle:
Posted by: flounderbout
Date: 28-11-2011 13:01:46
Who? Have been remiss in visiting next door recently. :/
Posted by: john h
Date: 28-11-2011 13:29:28
4th December ? I may have to cancel my trip to bletchley park ?
Posted by: Predictable Bob
Date: 28-11-2011 13:38:10
:/
I wouldn't do that John - not worth missing Bletchley Park just to watch some feckwit meltdown next door !
I've just got an itch about the Z guy from his attitude and the way he's jumped in ...
:devil:
Posted by: MWS
Date: 28-11-2011 13:49:46

:/

Predictable Bob wrote:

I reckon he'll last until 4th December before he blows - anybody else who wants to hazard a guess can add it below ...
4th Dec Predictable Bob
:whistle:
Ziggy?............. Depends on how many people yank his chain...... :whistle: .........
Posted by: john h
Date: 28-11-2011 14:00:16
Predictable Bob wrote:

:/
I wouldn't do that John - not worth missing Bletchley Park just to watch some feckwit meltdown next door !
I've just got an itch about the Z guy from his attitude and the way he's jumped in ...
:devil:
Hi Bob,
I would really like to have time to go round Bletchley Park, unfortunately I am having to provide hammers and spanners !! we
are moving the Harrier GR3 XV752 up to Doncaster, so its strip down and dismantle saturday ready for the road transport
monday.
Yes I am somewhat dismayed at this Ziggly character, I don't think I would stand for him editing any of my posts, I am just
about back to battle strength so I may have a little 'sport' however I am sure others will already have him in their sights
????
Posted by: Sancho
Date: 28-11-2011 14:02:22
I'm always a bit baffled by people who lurk for years, then suddenly explode over a month or so. He does seem to be a dick.
Posted by: john h
Date: 28-11-2011 14:06:29
Has he been around some time then ? maybe he is hormonal ? I'm going through a mid life crisis :rolleyes:
Posted by: TonyN
Date: 28-11-2011 17:43:01
:lol:
Wish he'd hurry up, I'm bored of bleating emails about 'hacked posts'. Took me days to work out what he was even talking
about.
:/
Posted by: shokenore
Date: 28-11-2011 18:06:59
Would it not make sense for someone to show him the error of his ways?
Nah [ Dyslexic swearing ] that what was I thinking :D
Posted by: Maverick
Date: 28-11-2011 19:32:49
I like the list of members who have recently checked out his membership details.
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 28-11-2011 19:33:50
It seems he's looking for chums with his latest thread.
Posted by: Maverick
Date: 28-11-2011 19:35:17
missed that have to pop over for a look.

Posted by: Predictable Bob
Date: 28-11-2011 20:18:39
:/
Yeah - must admit that I had a good look through the list !
There's more than a couple of them I'd be happy to own, pity I haven't the space to store them or the mmoney to keep them on
the road ...
:mad:
Posted by: john h
Date: 30-11-2011 22:03:19
Another Meltdown coming up ! Come on Matt pull up a chair ! :rolleyes:
Posted by: shokenore
Date: 30-11-2011 22:08:58
john h wrote:
Another Meltdown coming up ! Come on Matt pull up a chair ! :rolleyes:
Did someone mention politics :whistle:
Posted by: chillitt
Date: 30-11-2011 22:53:56
I did try and warn him..
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 30-11-2011 22:59:03
chillitt wrote:
I did try and warn him..
Him is a her.
Posted by: chillitt
Date: 30-11-2011 22:59:44
Bushwhacker wrote:
chillitt wrote:
I did try and warn him..
Him is a her.
Hers a silly sausage..
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 01-12-2011 15:27:19
john h wrote:

Has he been around some time then ? maybe he is hormonal ? I'm going through a mid life crisis
:rolleyes:
He makes me feel constipated...therefore a mid loaf crisis.
Posted by: flounderbout
Date: 01-12-2011 22:35:57
I am rather enjoying it. It may even prompt me to vote for the first time.
Well OK, let's not go overboard. :whistle:
Posted by: Tonka
Date: 01-12-2011 23:09:18
Ok guys..can you stick a link up please..after being away there is a lot of crap to get through for me next door to find it.
Posted by: chillitt
Date: 01-12-2011 23:10:31
We have the first threat of a visit, Ladies and Gentlemen. I reckon thread gone in 10 minutes... :rolleyes:
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 01-12-2011 23:55:36
Tonka wrote:
Ok guys..can you stick a link up please..after being away there is a lot of crap to get through for me
next door to find it.
http://www.epiphanysolutions.co.uk/blog/wp-content/uploads/2011/11
Posted by: Tonka
Date: 02-12-2011 00:08:41
Found it anyway...got bored..skip to last page and fall out/kiss and make up/group hug...got bored again.
IVF bit was a bit of a random surprise though. Perhaps it would make sense if I read it all...nah maybe not....
My take on strike...flew in to Heathrow yesterday and walked straight up to passport control..no queue.
I have a frozen pension from public sector...worth Jack before the financial meltdown.
I'm 51 in January.... So that's me shafted by being one month out and missing collecting the pension now till I'm 67...
TBH..I don't give a monkeys..now where is that big red bus due to knock me down tomorrow??.. :whistle:
Happy days...
Posted by: meooo
Date: 02-12-2011 00:14:30
BORED? How? I'm just waming up.... :devilish:
Posted by: Matt
Date: 02-12-2011 00:24:56
Tonka wrote:
Found it anyway...got bored..skip to last page and fall out/kiss and make up/group hug...got bored
again.

I'm either getting old and mellow else just losing it. I'm agreeing with you on that score. :D
Posted by: JUDWAK
Date: 02-12-2011 13:15:13
have i missed something?
Posted by: Predictable Bob
Date: 02-12-2011 13:19:07
:/
Nothing significant - just an idiot over the road trying to justify taking strike action over public sector pensions. It got
short shrift from most of the membership
:lol:
Posted by: Tonka
Date: 02-12-2011 18:29:03
Matt wrote:
Tonka wrote:
Found it anyway...got bored..skip to last page and fall out/kiss and make up/group
hug...got bored again.
I'm either getting old and mellow else just losing it. I'm agreeing with you on that score. :D
Bring back Frankx..... I miss his pythonesqe posts.

